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Figure 1: Overview of TileCode Platform [4] for game programming on web application and a handheld arcade device.

ABSTRACT
Prior work has broadly explored empowering children to learn to
program by making video games. However, such work has rarely
considered the role of families in this learning, leaving many open
questions about how inter-generational collaborations might sup-
port and constrain learning. To investigate these opportunities,
we conducted a family-based study of TileCode, a rule-based pro-
gramming platform for video-game programming, and scaffolded a
4-week series of game programming activities with 19 children (9 to
14 years old) and 16 parents. Using a joint media engagement lens to
analyze family knowledge and programming strategies, we found:
1) families demonstrated many dynamic collaboration patterns
distinct from pair programming and other collaboration models,
2) parents played a unique role in scaffolding and guiding more
complex designs and programming tasks, 3) families found it chal-
lenging to start their games from scratch but benefited greatly from
having programming patterns for particular game behaviors. These
findings suggest the need for game programming platforms to de-
sign around the unique kinds of collaboration in inter-generational
domain-specific programming.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Youth are spending more time playing computer, and video games,
with 97% of children ages 12-17 playing computer, web, portable, or
console games [55]. This engagement is encouraged by the growth
and evolution of hardware platforms supporting gaming, an in-
crease in the number and types of computer and video games, and
significant growth in the participation in online gaming communi-
ties such as Minecraft, Roblox or Fortnite (141, 120 and 80 million
monthly active players) [87].

Given the pervasive influence of computer and video games on
youth culture [17, 49], many educators, designers and scholars have
taken an interest in how some of the motivating aspects of video
games might be harnessed to facilitate learning [86]. Previous stud-
ies have explored games as narrative and digital literacy practice
spaces [35, 46, 88]; as creative, artistic expression and storytelling
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engines [1, 11, 34]; as ways for engaging with cultural and histor-
ical heritage [63] and developing mathematical inquiry [48] and
scientific learning [16, 43]; or as avenues for critical learning [50]
and civic engagement [80].

One promising approach has been to use video games as an av-
enue for teaching children how to program [49]. Platforms such as
Scratch [78], Snap [42], Cognimates [23] and MakeCode [3] provide
children with procedural visual programming languages [14] that
they can use to create games. Prior work underlines the benefits
of designing domain-specific languages (DSLs) for game program-
ming for non-experts, providing programming constructs that are
closer to the natural language youth use to express game mechanics
[70]. Moreover, recent studies show that programming different
game genres (e.g., action, storytelling) can impact childrens’ pro-
gramming styles differently [93].

An early platform for building interactive simulations and games
was Agentsheets [74]. In Agentsheets, the programmer defines the
look and behavior of domain-specific building blocks called agents.
Elementary school students with no programming background
have used AgentSheets to create interactive simulations in a variety
of disciplines, including computer science, environmental design,
fine art, robotics, music, history, and biology [9, 75]. More recent
initiatives propose DSLs for youth game programming; platforms
such as BlockStudio use dedicated game icons, and programming
by demonstration [6], CodeSpells uses functional programming
and a 3D game environment to immerse novices in code through
embodiment [30]. Finally, Gamechangineer uses natural language
processing to generate game templates based on childrens’ text
descriptions [44].

Most prior work on game programming has explored learn-
ing contexts where youth create games alone or in groups in a
formal or informal learning context. For example, studies of Al-
ice in after-school programs have found that when girls engage
in programming game-based stories, as opposed to just engaging
in programming games, their short-term motivation to persist is
greater [51]. Studies of middle school youth creating games with
Scratch and wearables revealed how mixed media intersected with
multiple dimensions of student interest [95]. Numerous studies
have considered these phenomena in the context of pair program-
ming amongst youth (e.g., [56] highlight the intricate role of social
conflict in mediating successful learning).

While this prior work reveals the rich opportunities and trade-
offs of learning through making interactive games, there is a critical
context that it has yet to explore: families. The inter-generational
structure of families is critical to understand for numerous reasons.
Prior work, for example, has found that parents, peers, and care-
givers can play a dynamic role in youth learning, sometimes acting
as facilitators or guides [8] and other times as learners, leading
youth to see themselves as experts [24, 64]. Families can also be
a bridge between formal learning at school and informal student-
driven learning outside of school [66].

Prior work has also demonstrated that parental experience in
technology fields plays a significant role in how they support their
children’s learning [22]. To address this, family-oriented programs
using design-based activities, like Family Creative Learning (FCL)
[81, 82], tried to support families lacking "preparatory privilege"
[61] to get involved with their children’s creative coding activities.

Family-oriented coding programs are of particular importance as
studies on family use and perception of coding showed that parents’
main concern was that they would not be able to help their chil-
dren due to their limited programming knowledge [100]. To better
support parents to overcome their anxiety with programming [2],
designers have explored text-free programming platforms, finding
that families can successfully create together [5, 36]. Further un-
derstanding game programming in family contexts may reveal new
opportunities for linking youth interests in games with interest-
driven programming [18], family relationships [68], and formal
computing education [7].

While prior work shows the feasibility of family game program-
ming, it has not investigated the specific relational dynamics of
parents and children programming together. Understanding the
forms of collaboration that emerge in these settings is essential for
designing tools, platforms, and scaffolding that support this collabo-
ration. Joint use of media by parents and children has been broadly
examined through the lens of Joint Media Engagement (JME) [92],
finding many types of mediated interaction (e.g., cognitive, physical,
technical, affective) [31]. However, few studies have specifically
examined joint media engagement around programming and the
particular challenges of program comprehension. One of the closest
studies to these [5] focused primarily on the extent to which JME
occurred and not how it occurred.

Therefore, in this work, we asked: How do families jointly en-
gage in rule-based 2D video-game programming? To answer this
question, we ran a 4-week online study with 19 children (9 to 14
years old) and 16 parents. In a series of individual family sessions,
family members designed and programmed their games using a
rule-based programming environment called TileCode, which en-
ables video-game programming on low-cost devices. We observed
family interactions during learning activities and then analyzed
family computational and collaboration practices, their game arti-
facts, and their ability to decompose and compose game ideas and
examples into programming patterns.

Our findings revealed that families engaged in various game
design and programming strategies and struggled to start their
games from Scratch or identify how to modify existing complex
projects. However, they benefited the most from using a vocabulary
of programming patterns that expressed specific game behaviors.
For example, we found that TileCode was helpful in terms of con-
necting game elements to game actions but proved to be more
challenging when families were trying to create rules that would
affect multiple game elements at once. These insights can inform
the design of future family learning activities around video-game
programming and inform future DSL design efforts that provide
multiple ways to support the composition and de-composition of
game programming with dedicated vocabularies of programming
patterns.

2 METHOD
To analyze how families understand, plan and program their games
together, we structured our study across four online sessions that
engaged families in using the TileCode platform. These sessions
provided sufficient scaffolding to help families make meaningful
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progress while letting us observe a diversity of rich family interac-
tions.

2.1 Participants
A total of 15 families, including 16 parents and 19 children, fully
participated in our study. We primarily recruited families with at
least one child between the ages of 9-and 14 years old and encour-
aged participation by as many members of a family as possible. We
recruited these families by posting an announcement on several
family forums, social media groups, and family slack channels in
North America. A total of 120 families applied to participate in
the study, and we selected 19 families, trying to be as inclusive as
possible along the following dimensions: family structure, ethnicity,
geographical location, and socio-economic background. Of those
19 families, 15 attended all four sessions. The families unable to
do so (due to extraordinary family circumstances or scheduling
difficulties) were excluded from the final study analysis.

Parents’ ages ranged from the low-thirties to mid-forties, with
an average of 42 years. Fourteen of the parents were female, and
2 were male. Childrens’ ages ranged from 7 to 14 years old, with
an average of 10. Twelve of the children were female, and 7 were
male. Of the 15 families, seven reported speaking only English,
and three reported speaking English and Spanish (one also spoke
Romanian). The remaining five families self-reported speaking (in
aggregate) Thai, Indonesian, French, Mandarin, Cantonese, Hindi,
Marathi, and English. Table 3 (in Results) shows a full list of family
demographics and languages. Fourteen of the families were from
seven states across the United States (CA, CO, IL, GA, NC, WA,
and VA), and one was from Ontario, Canada. Most of the families
self-reported familiarity with desktop/laptop computers, tablets,
and smartphones, though one family reported familiarity only with
tablets and smartphones (all families but one participated in our
study using desktops/laptops, while the one family just mentioned
using a tablet). Four families self-reported no programming ex-
perience, while seven reported using Scratch. Four other families
mentioned Minecraft and Python.

2.2 Study Procedure
Our study had four sessions: 1) observe games (pre) and introduce
the TileCode programming platform, 2) design and program a game,
3) create a game with patterns, and 4) observe games (post) and
administer a quiz. All four sessions took place online using video
teleconferencing software. We held four online sessions over four
weeks with each family via video teleconferencing software and
recorded the video, including any screen sharing. We designed each
session to take place between 30 and 45 minutes.

Session 1: Observing (pre) initial game andTileCodewalk-
through. In Session 1, we wanted to see how participants talked
about video-game behavior (i.e., their vocabulary and how detailed
a description they gave). We created three games using TileCode
(replicas of Snake, Boulder, and Bejeweled) and recorded short
videos of the gameplay before the sessions. We played each video
in succession via screen sharing and prompted the participants to
describe: how the games worked, game characters and events, and
how they would change the games to make them more fun. We
randomized the order in which we showed the videos. After this

activity, we introduced the TileCode application to the families by
screen sharing our web browser. We walked through the various
parts of the application and modified a small example game us-
ing the rule editor (Figure 2). After this short overview, we asked
participants to repeat our steps in their web browser. Each family
picked one of the games from the videos and started changing it.
(Prior work has demonstrated that modifying games offers several
advantages over designing games from scratch [28] and is helpful
for on-boarding novices into programming [26, 27] and can be used
as a support for program understanding [37]).

Session 2: Designing and programming of games. Next, we
introduced children to the TileCode platform (described below),
so they could learn to program their video games. Then, we en-
couraged participants to use our "Game Design Activity" (described
below) and design their games. After they finished designing their
game on paper, the families started creating their game in TileCode.
We also distributed a low-cost, battery-powered gaming handheld
to each participating child so they could work with TileCode with-
out needing access to the Internet or a computer with a web browser.
Unfortunately, due to postal delays, only half of the participants
received the handheld arcades in time for study sessions and got
to choose if they wanted to create their game in the browser or on
that device.

Session 3: Creating games with patterns. To support chil-
dren in de- and re-composing games into game mechanics and
corresponding programming patterns, we created a list of 10 game
patterns (described in the next section). Then, we prompted partici-
pants to pick three patterns to use in a new game.

Session 4: Observing (post) other games and final quiz. In
this final session, we repeated the game observation activity from
the first session with three new game videos (replicas of Pacman,
Space Invaders, and a side-scrolling video game), gathering families’
descriptions of games. We also administered a short quiz to gauge
families’ understanding of TileCode programming.

2.3 Study Materials
This section describes the TileCode programming platform, the
game videos, study activity printouts, and the quiz we used in our
study to observe and evaluate how families engaged in video-game
programming.

2.3.1 The TileCode Programming Platform. TileCode is an
existing system [4] designed to enable the creation of simple video
games on low-cost gaming handheld devices. We summarize the
system’s essential features that are relevant to our study. Gaming
handhelds have a small screen, a four-way direction pad (D-pad),
and A/B buttons for selecting and deselecting. A secondary design
goal was to allow the programming of these video games via a
visual language of simple discrete rules with a minimum of text.
Due to the limited input affordances, memory, and screen real estate
of such gaming handhelds, both the TileCode user interface and
the video games are restricted to a 2D grid of tiles, navigated using
the D-pad. Figure 2(a) shows the “home screen” for creating a game,
from which the user can select one of four main activities at the top
(Map, Paint, Code, Play). The platform can run on various gaming
handhelds, but it is also available as a web app.
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Figure 2: TileCode screens: (a) game home screen, (b) rules menu, (c) paint sprite editor, (d) rule editor, (e) gameplay (f) map
editor.

A large part of video-game design is storytelling [51], which
involves selecting and designing game characters and setting the
initial scene which these characters occupy (also called a map).
TileCode supports these activities in three ways. First, it provides a
preset gallery of tile backgrounds and programmable sprites; the
bottom of Figure 2(a) shows the four backgrounds and four sprites
that the user has selected from the gallery. Second, selecting the
map icon at the top left of the game home screen activates the
“map screen” of Figure 2(f), allowing users to design the game map
with tile backgrounds and sprites. Third, selecting the paint icon on
the game’s home screen activates the “paint screen” of Figure 2(c),
where the user can change the artwork associated with the four
backgrounds and sprites.

ProgrammingModel. TileCode programming involves writing
a set of rules that describe sprite behavior, much in the spirit of
AgentSheets [74]. Figure 2(b) presents the possible rules for the
player sprite, clustered by their type. Figure 2(d) displays a single-
player sprite rule, which consists of a When pattern on the left-
hand side and a Do action on the right-hand side. This rule reads
as follows: when the user presses the right directional pad (D-pad)
button and there is grass on the tile to the right of the player sprite,
then send the player sprite a move-right command. TileCode rules
execute in parallel over the game map. The user can code this rule
by navigating to the tiles in theWhen and Do sections to create
the pattern to match and the action to take. At the top left of the
screen in Figure 2(d) are the familiar menu actions for running the
game Figure 2(e) and modifying the map Figure 2(f). Other menu
options to the right allow new rules and navigation.

TileCode can run on a variety of gaming handhelds, but it is also
available as a web app. This portability was critical for our study
(especially when we needed to provide a tutorial or example via
screen sharing). The web app simulates the gaming handheld user

interface and provides keyboard bindings for the D-pad and A/B
buttons.

2.3.2 Game Videos. We created six games using TileCode and
recorded short videos of the gameplay, each about 40-60 seconds
long. The six games included: Snake (control a snake of increasing
length without colliding into itself), Boulder (control a player to
avoid falling boulders and collect diamonds), and Bejeweled (shuffle
objects around so three objects of a kind can be connected) (videos
shown during the first session) and Pacman (control a player to eat
coins and avoid ghosts), Side Scroller (control a puppy to jump over
snakes on a treadmill) and Space Invaders (control a ship to fire
pellets at other ships and avoid their attacks) (videos shown during
the last session). The videos did not include examples of rules and
had no audio.

2.3.3 Game Design Activity. For this activity, we designed a
printout paper sheet where both children and parents were to
answer the following questions: “What are the game characters?”,
“What are their actions?”, “What is on the game map?” and “What
are the game rules?” We asked parents to print out the form in
advance of the session and encouraged both children and parents
to fill out the sheet. When designing this activity, we built on prior
studies showing that unplugged programming activities [91] and
physical game design sheets [45, 62] are effective ways for junior
high school students to improve and develop their computational
literacy skills. The printout sheet is included in described in Figure 3.

2.3.4 Game Patterns. Soloway and his colleagues provided ev-
idence that both novice and expert programmers have schemas
that match commonly used code patterns, which they termed pro-
gramming plans. Programming plans are small program fragments
that achieve a goal, like selecting values from a list that match
specific criteria [85]. Other studies have shown that novice pro-
grammers use many code tracing and pattern recognition strategies
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Figure 3: Printout for Family Game Design Activity.

[32]. Specific research on children’s game programming showed
that providing programming patterns and templates for different
game types could facilitate computational literacy and expression
[33, 44, 53, 93]. These approaches encouraged us to create a collec-
tion of ten game patterns that children could use as examples when
devising their game plans and game behaviors. Our patterns pro-
vided examples of different game behaviors (e.g., throwing objects,
animated motion). For each example, we showed an animation of
the game’s behavior in action. In addition, we showed images of the
combination of game rules that could be used to achieve particular
behavior.

2.3.5 “Guess the Rule” Quiz. After watching the videos, we
asked the children to answer the "Guess the rule" quiz. We shared
the quiz on our computer and asked children to talk aloud as they
replied to questions. The quiz asked questions about three rules:
a motion rule, a collision rule, and a trigger rule. For the first two
rules (motion and collision), children had to pick the correct expla-
nation (multiple choice). For the trigger rule, the children had to
write down their explanations. The quiz is included in the appendix.

2.3.6 Handheld Arcade. We distributed a low-cost, battery-
powered gaming handheld (a “Meowbit”) to each participating
family so they could work with TileCode without needing access
to the Internet or a computer with a web browser. When the Me-
owbit runs TileCode, it can store eight games at a time. Families
could copy their video games from the Meowbit to their computer
and then send them to us, letting us inspect and test their games.
Unfortunately, the ability to transfer games between the TileCode
browser application and the Meowbit was not available at the time
we ran the study. The device has four directional buttons and two
selection buttons (select and back). In addition, it contains a 1.8’

full-color screen, 6 x programmable buttons, 1 x buzzer, built-in
light sensor, temperature sensor, and SD card slot (for external
storage).

2.4 Data Collection and Analysis
Our data included pre-and post-perception game descriptions and
video recordings of all sessions. One of the first sessions was not
appropriately recorded, resulting in five minutes of video. The first
session averaged 38minutes in length (not including the five-minute
outlier), while the second, third, and fourth sessions averaged 45,
40, and 47 minutes in length, respectively. We captured 43 hours of
video, an average of about 170 minutes per family. The first author
transcribed the videos for qualitative analyses and noted comments
about children’s body language and non-verbal interactions. The fi-
nal corpus included 1,088 pages of transcripts (317,384 words). Once
all transcriptions were completed, the first two authors reviewed
half of the data independently, as described below.

2.4.1 Theoretical framework. Our qualitative analysis was in-
formed by Joint-Media Engagement (JME) framework to guide how
we analyzed how family members interacted with each other during
the study sessions. JME explores "spontaneous and designed expe-
riences of people using media together" [92]. Joint-media engage-
ment between parents and children is linked to higher self-efficacy
and expertise with computers [59], increased family connectedness
[69], increased engagement and interest in computing [83], and im-
proved creativity and thinking skills during pair-programming with
parents [2]. Informed by this extensive prior work on JME in non-
programming media, our JME analysis examined inter-participant
interactions during game design and programming, analyzing in-
teractions around specific programmatic and content aspects of the
family’s engagement with the platform.

Although not theoretical, our analysis was also informed by prior
work that examines the scope of learners’ use of programming
constructs to characterize their program understanding [20, 52,
99]. This methodological frame aligns with JME because it uses
particular programming language constructs as a focal point for
interaction with a platform.

2.4.2 Analyzing games. To analyze interactions through a JME
lens, the first two authors separately analyzed each transcript using
a combination of etic codes developed from our theoretical frame-
works and emic codes that emerged from the interviews themselves
[65, 71]. Next, we listed all the program understanding, planning,
and writing practices [85] specified in prior studies with novices
learning how to code [98] and identified connections with a series
of themes that emerged from our study. After we developed a fi-
nal coding frame, all transcripts were coded by the first author. If
new codes emerged, both authors discussed discrepancies in the
analyses until they reached an agreement. We used this process
to develop categories, which we then conceptualized into broad
themes after further discussion [12]. Table 1 presents the final list
of codes, their definitions, and their presence across the different
study sessions.

Our resulting categories focused on interactions around three
aspects of families interactions in TileCode. First, we analyzed
rule types, aiming to provide a low-level picture of the kinds of
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Study sessions
Code Definition 1 2 3 4

Identify elements Recognize game characters or map components x x
Identify events Recognize game triggers or behaviors x x

Connect elements
to events

Determine connections between game elements
and specific game events or player actions x x xReading

semantics
Identify game play

Recognize how a series of game events and
actions compose a familiar game play x x x x

Identify patterns
Recognize a combination of rules
that creates a known game mechanic x x x

Learn patterns
Learn to recognize a common combination of
rules from a family member or researcher x x x

Plan pattern
Devise new game patterns while still observing
existing game patterns x xReading

templates
Unsure patterns

Not being sure if an observed combination of
rules leads to a known game mechanic x x x

Plan goals Plan game goals and types of elements/map x x
Create element Create or change a game character x x x
Create map Create or change the game map or specific tiles x x x

Rules Changes Modify, test and correct existing rules x x x x

Writing
semantics

Rules Editing Create a new rule and debug rule conflicts x x x
Plan mechanic Plan a specific game behavior or action x x

Implement pattern Implement a specific game behavior or action x x x
Correct pattern Correct the order or choice of rules for a pattern x x x

Writing
templates

Debug combinations Test and correct flow of multiple game actions x x
Collaboration Children and parents support each other x x x x
Parent prompt Parent prompts a child with examples or questions x x x x
Make it fun Changes made to make the games more fun x x x x
Game design Discuss and plan various game designs x x

Family Joint
Engagement

System Feedback Provide feedback and ask for specific features x x
Table 1: List of final codes used for transcripts analysis, their definitions and presence across the different study sessions.

rules within an artifact. Second, we analyzed game types to broadly
characterize the genre of the entire game. Third, we analyzed pattern
types to highlight the game mechanics and computational patterns
(if any) in their work.

Rule types. To analyze structure, we analyzed the rules in each
artifact. We looked for change, keypress, and collision rules created
by each family. We ignored rules created with direct help from or
by a researcher. We considered rules "complex" if they involved
multiple kinds of tiles; otherwise, theywere called "simple." A simple
rule is "When the right arrow is pressed, move that sprite to the
right." A complex rule example is "When the A button is pressed,
create a new sprite." The latter rule involves multiple constraints
because it is triggered by pressing the A button, leading to the
creation of a new character. Complex rule examples include deleting
one of the colliding game elements, generating new backgrounds
or sprites upon collision, and collecting points. For every family, we
tracked whether they had (or had not) created simple or complex
rules of each of the three types (change, keypress, and collision).

Game types. To analyze families’ design choices, we categorized
the kinds of games created by each family. The first two authors
clustered all games across the four sessions into three groups based
on the overall game genre. These groups emerged through a joint

inductive-deductive approach [65, 71]. We tracked whether they
had created a game that belonged to each group for every family.

Pattern types. To provide another lens into computational com-
plexity inside a game, we looked for design patterns that com-
monly occur in video games. We developed a set of patterns to look
for within families’ final games. For every family, we deductively
tracked whether they had constructed an instance of a pattern from
each category. We describe these patterns in Table 2.

In each category, we report the presence or absence of a category
instead of counts; since our participants used TileCode for differing
amounts of time, actual counts would not be comparable across
families. However, creating a specific type of rule, game or pattern
is categorical evidence of engaging with computation in TileCode
since there are many ways to use it without creating rules at all (e.g.,
playing with existing games or just modifying game maps). The
first two authors independently performed these analyses on all
games from these sessions and compared their results. We resolved
any mismatches by referring to the video and the saved game.

3 RESULTS
We now present an overall summary of our perceptions of families’
experiences and then discuss our results relative to the following
research question: How do families jointly engage in rule-based 2D
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Game Description

Static
No rules, map edited witch new tiles
or sprites (i.e., tile art with colors)

Animated
With sprites that move on their own
(i.e. ghosts that move around)

Interactive
At least one sprite is controlled by the
player, either by pressing keys or by
painting the map with other sprites.

Pattern Description
Collectables Collect items (i.e. food in Snake)

Obstacles
Avoid map elements or other sprites
(i.e. avoid falling boulders in BoulderDash )

Firing
Players can create sprites on key press
(i.e spaceship firing missiles)

Animation
Non-player sprites can move on their own
(i.e. wheels on a conveyor belt )

Painting
Player edits map when moving
(i.e. creating a pond trap for snakes)

Portal
Player can teleport from one tile to another
on different regions of the map.

Win /Lose
Determine how to win or lose a game
(i.e. collect all food to win )

Table 2: (a) Game Types, (b) Game Patterns.

video-game programming? Our qualitative analysis revealed that
throughout the study, parents played a significant role in support-
ing children to engage in video games programming by jointly
engaging in 1.) Problem Formulation (Abstraction) during ses-
sion 1 on game observations and session 2 on game design; 2.)
Solution Expression (Automation) during session 2 on game
programming and session 3 on game patterns; 3.) Execution&
Evaluation (Analysis) during session 4 when analyzing games
anew and responding to "Guess the rule" quiz. The level to which
each family jointly engaged in these practices varied. To illustrate
this variation, we present several engagement tactics that emerged
from our inductive analysis.

3.1 Family Joint Engagement in Game
Programming

Concerning learning to program, the contexts in which families
use coding environments matter. In particular, researchers have
highlighted how co-engagement or joint media engagement (JME)
[92] is supportive of family learning. For example, our study identi-
fied four main instances of joint family engagement when playing,
designing, and programming games: Collaboration, Prompting,
Make it fun, Game design.

We observed children and parents collaborate in many distinct
ways: by having parents explain technical aspects of the program-
ming platform, by debugging rules and pattern implementation
together, or by building on each other’s ideas for game designs. For
example, the mom in F3 explained that the Princess sprite looked
different on the gameplay screen versus the map editing screen
because of the reduced resolution; the dad in F5 explained how the
boulders in Boulder Dash fell in terms of the principle of gravity.
In addition, parents collaborated with children when debugging by
reminding them to test their rules or by proposing ways to correct
game patterns:

"So now, if you go back to your game, you will see that
you are not able to push the cat on the walls anymore.
Because whenever the cat smashes into the wall, it has
to stop." — S., mom F1, referring to pushing object

Figure 4: Examples of joint family engagement during the
study: a) mom & daughter in F11 discussing game design;
b) mom & son in F12 debugging their code; c) sisters in F3
watching game videos.

pattern. "Oh, let me try that and see if it bounces." —
G., child F1, testing his mom’s suggestion.

Prior studies that analyzed children’s programming games alone
showed that youth would often create more complicated code
scripts (analogous to a set of rules in TileCode) before testing their
programs. This would result in children having a harder time identi-
fying where and why their code breaks [13, 94]. Even if the parents
in our study did not always know how to create or correct a game
rule, they supported their children by prompting them always to
test their changes as they were making them. In this process, par-
ents and children jointly engaged in a three stages model for game
modding and programming, "Play-Fix-Create/Mod," which maps to
the stages of progressive engagement with computational thinking
“Use-Modify-Create” observed in prior studies [54]. The parents in
F1, F3, F8, F13, F15 prompted their children to elaborate on their
game ideas and contributed their suggestions. Parents’ prompts
were also helpful when children did not know how to implement
their games; parents would ask, "What should this character do?"
after the child created a new game element and added it to the map.
When children did not understand specific rules or game patterns,
parents sometimes proposed useful metaphors and examples from
real life to help them:
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"I do not know how to do this portal thing." — S., child
F10, trying to adapt the portal pattern example. "It is
like, you know, Doctor Strange in the movie; he opens a
hole, and he steps through it, and he appears somewhere
else. So then the somewhere else is somewhere on the
map." — J., dad F10, explaining the portal pattern to
his daughter.

Prior studies where children were designing and programming
video games alone showed that many students did not start working
and implementing their game ideas right away. In contrast, others
started with one idea, abandoned it quickly, and moved on with
a new one [47]. In our study, parents helped keep their children
on task and supported them to scaffold their ideas by encouraging
them to pick one thing to try:

"I was trying to figure out what they can put on the
cartwheel." — A., child F13, referring to his Scroller
game. "Oh yeah, exactly, so tell me what sprites you are
putting on." — R., mom F13, responding to her son.

Families also jointly engaged in game design by imagining how
they could make the games from the videos more fun by proposing
various modifications: add timers, add multiple screens and levels,
increase the number of obstacles over time, collect game elements
for re-using later, increase the number of sprites and portals over
time, and play the game with multiple player sprites at once (e.g.,
two snakes).

"Yes, so basically we want to have two snakes. One is
like I control, and I do not want it just moving around
by itself." — C., age 14, F2, referring to a snake game.

The family interaction we observed during these brainstorming
sessions mirrored the experiences of children pair-programming
in non-family contexts [38] and remixing existing games in new
creative ways [20].

3.2 Problem formulation: Post Game
Descriptions & Game Design

During the first session, when asked to observe and describe games,
families either focused on identifying game elements, identifying
game events, or recognizing familiar game mechanics and differ-
ent forms of playing the game. Participants could formulate more
elaborate game descriptions when familiar with a particular game
mechanic or type. For example, F14 recognized the similarity be-
tween the Bejeweled game shown in the study and the Candy Crush
game and fully described game rules and logic.

When unfamiliar with a particular game, families only described
the game’s most salient aspects. For example, F9 and F4 identified
how the player in Boulder Dash collected diamonds but did not
recognize that it needed to avoid falling boulders. Likewise, F8
identified that the snake in the Snake game eats apples but did
not observe that it ends if the snake touches its tail. During this
session, parents primarily helped their children to engage in dif-
ferent levels of game reading by prompting them to describe the
actions/interactions between the characters (support with abstrac-
tion) or by helping them to recognize similar game behavior or
game mechanics from other familiar games (support with pattern
recognition):

"You’re trying to collect all the gems, then you have to
try to avoid the boulders falling on you"—M., age 8, F10,
describing the Boulder Dash video. "And what happens
if you have multiple boulders?" — N., dad F10, helping
his daughter to identify additional game events.

Prior work has demonstrated that children being able to engage in
game "reading" supports their ability to write their games and learn
essential programming concepts such as abstraction, decomposi-
tion, pattern recognition, and algorithm design [44, 57]. Moreover,
Repenning et al. have shown that recognizing the pragmatics of
programming rules and being able to comprehend programs in
the context of specific situations is one of the main cognitive chal-
lenges in video-game programming for youth [76]. In this context,
parental support in describing and decomposing game mechanics
can help children overcome some of the common challenges when
programming their games.

3.3 Solution Expression: From Game Concept
to Code

In session two, we observed a clear pattern of family programming
behavior. Participants started by formulating game goals and events
and then designed the elements and map of the game; as they added
elements to the map, they created rules to control game elements
or make them interact with the map. What varied were the tactics
that family members used when planning and programming their
games. One primary source of variation was how families generated
reading andwriting semantics practices.When asked by researchers
how they would make the game more fun or more challenging,
families proposed changing game rules by either changing the
speed of motion for sprites (F5, F10), adding more obstacles (F6), or
adding a timer for specific actions (F7).

"Basically, we want to have two snakes. One that I con-
trol and one that is just moving around by itself." — C.,
age 14, F2, referring to his changes to the Snake game.

When families designed and planned their games using our "Game
Design" sheet, children found it difficult to scaffold their complex
game ideas (e.g., Minecraft (F11, F12) or Chess (F2)) into a set of
game elements and rules that could be implemented in TileCode.
Parents helped them adapt their ideas to match the platform’s
capabilities:

"I am thinking of the way the game will look; it will
be like a bird’s eye view. If you jumped or have anti-
gravity boots, you could run on Mars or the Moon ." —
R., age 12, F12, referring to his game design idea. "I
do not think you can do 3D in here. What if you add
brown tiles to make it look like Mars." — D., mom F12,
helping her son to adapt his game design to TileCode.

Participants typically anchored their game idea around a strong
narrative concept and then adjusted game mechanics based on
the TileCode platform capabilities as they designed their sprites,
edited the map, or created their first rules. The narrative and game
mechanics sometimes emerged as participants edited the map or
modified the existing sprites gallery. For example, K. (F9) started
by creating a haunted house with spider webs on the game map.
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She later decided to use the map tiles that had spider webs to give
clues to the ghosts in her game:

"If we are going to find a treasure, we have a pickup
action." — C. & C., ages 11 & 12, F2 planning their
game events. "I am going to put some spider webs in
my maze and use the orange sand in a few places. I do
not know what it will do later, but it makes it a little
scarier." — K., ages 11 & 12, F2 planning their game
events.

This is consistent with findings from prior work [45] that com-
pared two-game programming platform versions, one with a rich
narrative and one with a light narrative. It found that participants
who programmed in the rich narrative version made fewer pro-
gramming errors and were more engaged. Other participants, S.
and M. (F2), were upset that the default gallery of sprites did not
have enough female sprites. So they decided to change the default
sprite into a female warrior with a hammer and created an entire
game inspired by Minecraft around this character. Concerning rule
creation in their games, children found it easiest to start by creating
rules that connected game elements to specific events. Parents often
prompted the creation of a new rule when children would add a
new element to the game map by asking what the purpose or action
of the element is:

"Why are you putting a wall there? Do youwant to block
it?" —S., mom, F1 asking her son about his most recent
map changes. "He is moving over the walls because we
did not tell it he can go over the walls because there
is no barrier. " — G., age 7, F1 referring to the main
sprite in his game. "Oh wait, that is a half-eaten Apple.
So whenever I am going to eat an Apple, we will see a
snake wait; let me try to do it without dying." — C., age
11, F2 referring to the Snake game.

This interaction is similar to prior studies which analyzed kids
collaboratively creating and modifying video games, finding that
students started by playing with preliminary game ideas and dis-
cussing what they would change in the game design iteratively as
they were creating simple program actions [21, 37].

During session two, it was easier for families to create keypress
and collision rules with direction connection either (1) between
player actions and game elements actions (e.g., press right arrow
moves sprite to the right) or (2) between two game elements on
the map (e.g., when a snake touches an apple). On the other hand,
creating change rules for game events such as continuous motion
(e.g., making a sprite jump over an obstacle) was more challenging
since they had to compose game behavior from various rules that
kept track of the sprite’s state at variousmoments during themotion
on the map (e.g., when a sprite is left of another sprite move up):

"The trick is we do not have a way in TileCode to say
here is the ghost, and the player is somewhere below
me. I want another way to do things, so I have a notion
of something it is somewhere below me as opposed to
directly below me." — C., age 14, F2, referring to her
ghost animation pattern.

When participants began modifying the map to test a specific rule,
they often got distracted and wanted to add more background el-
ements or make more map changes (F1, F5, F9, F14, F15). Parents
helped keep their children focused on the task at hand and sug-
gested that the platform automatically add sprites to the map when
a new rule for a sprite is created so users do not get distracted by
editing the map.

Overall, participants engaged in a combination of game planning
and "bricolage" when creating their games, similar to other studies
where children were programming their games alone [47]. However,
in our study, parents played a significant role in scaffolding the
game planning when needed and in encouraging their children to
code bricolage via iterative testing and collaborative debugging.

3.4 Solution Expression: From Game
Mechanics to Programming Patterns

During the third session, families were introduced to a collection
of seven-game patterns (see Table 2). While watching the different
pattern animation examples, participants often identified and com-
pared other similar game behaviors they observed in prior study
sessions or when they played games on their own. For example,
F8 compared the snake’s random movement (non-player character
movement pattern) with the ghost’s movement in the Pac-Man
game.

As families picked a collection of three patterns to build a game,
we observed how families combined the same three patterns into
different games. For example F13, F5 and F10 picked the Firing,
Animation and Win/Lose patterns (see Table 2). F13 built a game
with a cowboy that can sprinkle fairy dust over flowers (Firing),
which then become apples that the cowboy collects to win the
game (Win/Lose) while avoiding animated cacti (Animation)(see
Figure 5.c). F5 built a racing game between two animals, a panda,
controlled by a player (Firing), and a dog that runs by itself (Ani-
mation); whoever touches the finish line tiles first wins the race
(Win/Lose)(see Figure 5.a). F10 made a game with a student and
a teacher where the student is being chased by the teacher (An-
imation) and leaves a bubble gum trail behind (Firing). If the student
touches the dome before the teacher, hewins the game (Win/Lose)(see
Figure 5.b).

Overall, families picked various combinations of three patterns
for their games in the third session, which resulted in a wide range
of game types: interactive games, where a player is being controlled
in different worlds (F1, F4, F6, F13); animation games, where a story
is being played out (e.g., a haunted house with moving ghosts)(F5,
F9, F15); and art games, where the goal is to paint the map either
via sprite motion or by direct editing (F2, F8, F10, F14).

Plan mechanics. After using the patterns from our gallery of
examples, some of the families (F1, F2, F6, F7, F11, F12, F15) went
back to their original designed games and started adapting and
combining learned patterns to create new game mechanics. For
example, F2 created amodified version of a portal pattern to teleport
the player from a green tile to a brown tile (see Figure 6.a); F7 made
a bounce pattern to make the puppy move back when touching the
wall tile (see Figure 6.b); F12 modified a firing pattern to create new
puppy sprites on A press and made them move up (see Figure 6.c).
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Figure 5: Examples of games families created using three patterns: a) race game between a panda a dog; b) a student being
chased by the teacher on a bubble gum trail; and c) a cowboy sprinkling fairy dust over flowers to make them into collectable
apples while avoiding animated cacti.

When creating their patterns, families first described the behav-
ior they wanted to see in the game. They then planned and decided
what type of rule combinations were appropriate to create this
behavior (e.g., using a collision or changing a rule). Finally, they
created one rule at a time, modified the map to test each rule, and
corrected the rule or edited the map if needed. Some participants
used the results of testing to build more complex models of the
games’ mechanics. For example, F14, F12, and F10 had a rule that
painted the map and another that used newly painted tiles as a
constraint (e.g., the teacher sprite could only walk on the bubble
gum trail created by Student sprite F10 (see Figure 6.b). Other par-
ticipants modified push sprites and portal patterns to make multiple
game elements interact with each other:

"You could have something like a color that’s trying to
overtake the screen, then the projectiles can send it back
like defending, but if you take the time, then you can
push another color block in front of it, and then that will
stop them." — C., age 14, F2, planning to use Firing and
Painting patterns to control multiple sprites. "Check
this out, all the coins become snakes, and they can kill us.
Oh my God, this is hilarious." —C., age 14, F2, referring
to his Pacman modifications.

As their games became complex, families had to handle conflict-
ing rules (e.g., a sprite being triggered to move and stop by different
rules). In addition, it was harder for them to modify and correct
their patterns when the number of rules increased, making it dif-
ficult to keep track of changes. Several families (F2, F4, F11, F15)
asked for easier ways to connect multiple game elements by hav-
ing "if/else" rules. The participants who struggled with animation
patterns (e.g., random motion or jumping) also expressed the need
for higher-order rules that could describe sprite behavior rather
than composing them from a set of discrete rules:

“I would like to control multiple codes at once.” — K.,
age 9, F8, referring to their jumping motion pattern.

3.5 Execution & Evaluation: Post Game
Descriptions & Quiz

In their post-game descriptions, most families (except F14 and F10)
formulated elaborate descriptions for each game, including the
games they were not familiar with and saw for the first time. Un-
like the pre-game descriptions, they explained game events and

elements in detail and the conditions necessary to trigger these
events (e.g., the shooter only moves left to right, and the space
ships slide down when on black tiles in Space Invaders). In post
descriptions, children also found it more accessible than pre-game
ones to recognize player actions required to trigger game events
(e.g., pressing the D-pad vs. the A button) and identify additional
actions, such as the creation or deletion of sprites. Parents did not
have to intervene with prompts or questions to help them describe
the videos in this session.

"Or maybe there are ways to tell the system like generate
ten snakes and make a move, and you would know
where to place them and how to make themmove. " —R.,
age 12, F12, sharing his feedback for future features.

Of 15 families, 12 participated in the "Guess the rule" quiz. All 12
families identified the correct explanation for the collision rule ex-
ample; 9 families identified the correct explanation for the keypress
motion rule example; 9 families correctly described the firing pellets
pattern. The percentage of children guessing the program rules cor-
rectly in our final evaluation suggests a positive trend as compared
with other studies where students had to identify program rules in
scientific model simulations on their own, and only 14% identified
all key rules [97].

3.6 Computational Analysis of Family Games
We now describe the results of our analysis of the rule vocabulary,
the presence of specific game patterns, and the overall artifact type
families used and created in their games. Rule types. All study
families createdmultiple kinds of rules in TileCode (see “Rule Types”
column in Table 3), which highlights several important points. First,
our results indicate that every family created some new rules in
example games, which meant that they had to engage with the
system and modify the rules on screen. This is significant: if most
families were unable to create new rules in example games, then
the interface may have been poorly designed. Second, separating
rules into simple (affecting one sprite or background tile) vs. com-
plex (affecting multiple sprites or background tiles) is analogous to
classifying code as modifying one object vs. modifying multiple ob-
jects. From a SOLO Hierarchy perspective, [58], the ability to create
simple or complex rules can be seen as reflecting unistructural vs.
multistructural understanding of TileCode’s programming model.
Simple rules create simple mechanics (like pressing a button to
move a sprite), while complex rules can achieve more sophisticated
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Figure 6: Examples of patterns created by families during the study: a) portal pattern which teleports the player from a green
tile to a brown tile; b) bounce pattern which makes the puppy move back when touching wall tile; c) firing pattern which
creates new puppy sprites on A press and makes them move up.

Rule Types:
Change (CH), Key (K)

& Collision (C)
*=complex

Games:
Static,

Animated,
Interactive

Pattern Types:
Collectible, Obstacle,
Firing, Animation,
Portal, Paint, WinID Parents

& Ages FL Children
& Ages CH K C S A I C O F A P Pa W

F1 Mom, Dad (35) Spanish Boy (7) ✓ ✓* ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

F2 Mom (45) Thai Boy (11)
Girl (14) ✓* ✓* ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

F3 Mom (45) None Girls
(10 & 12) ✓ ✓ ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

F4 Mom (40) None Boy (9)
Girl (11) ✓ ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

F5 Dad (45) None Girls
(7&9) ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

F6 Mom (35) Spanish Girl (10) ✓ ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
F7 Mom (45) Indonesian Boy (10) ✓* ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

F8 Mom (45) French Boy (9)
Girl (10) ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

F9 Mom (35) Spanish Girl (10) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
F10 Dad (40) Hindi Girl (8) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
F11 Mom (35) Romanian Girl (14) ✓* ✓* ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
F12 Mom (40) Hindi Boy (12) ✓ ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
F13 Mom (40) None Boy (11) ✓ ✓* ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
F14 Mom (35) Spanish Girl (9) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
F15 Mom (40) None Boy (8) ✓ ✓* ✓* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 3: Computational analysis of each family game.

game mechanics (e.g., pressing one button to create a new sprite
next to a current sprite or “firing”).

As the first three columns of Table 3 show, several families cre-
ated complex rules of multiple types. For instance, siblings in F2
created a complicated maze game with four arrows controlling
the motion of a diver sprite. They created complex press rules for
each type of arrow that could be pressed, reflecting their multi-
structural understanding that an event (keypress) triggered on one
action (move left) could modify another (diver).

Game types. Our analysis of game types revealed three genres
of games our families created: static, animated and interactive
(see Table 2). Table 3 (“Game Types”) summarizes our classification

of artifacts and Figure 7 shows examples of games for each game
type.

Game patterns. Our analysis of game patterns revealed sev-
eral practices. Almost all families (except three) used the Win/Lose
pattern in their games; the next most popular were Obstacles (11
families) and Animation (10 families). Even when families picked
the same patterns for their games, they used and adapted them
in different ways to create very different mechanics (see Figure 5).
Table 2 describes the patterns collection we provided in session
three, while Figure 6 provides examples of families’ new patterns.
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Figure 7: Examples of game types created by families during the study: a) static game displaying different colored tiles; b)
animated game where the diamonds move automatically; c) interactive game where you can control a princess to explore a
haunted house.

4 DISCUSSION
Our research question was: How do families jointly engage in rule-
based 2D video-game programming? Our results suggest that fami-
lies engaged in video-game programming and planning in a highly
non-linear way, switching between design, program understand-
ing, program composition, program decomposition, and program
testing. However, unlike many collaboration patterns found in mod-
els such as pair programming, families exhibited a dynamic shift
in roles and power, with parents sometimes offering to scaffold,
prompt, and guide like a teacher might, sometimes contributing
as a peer in design ideation, and sometimes following their child’s
lead in expressing design ideas in code. The result of these com-
plex collaboration patterns was that understanding the platform’s
programming language and game design patterns was emergent:
families refined their understanding by evaluating rules they mod-
ified or created together and then imagining richer possibilities
once they had learned what was possible. By the final sessions,
both parents and children not only demonstrated a greater under-
standing of the platform’s capabilities, but they were jointly able to
demonstrate an understanding of complex programming patterns
and to engage in game decomposition fully (during game descrip-
tions), game design and program planning (during game design
session), program planning with patterns (during game creation
with patterns), and program tracing and explaining (during the
“Guess rule game” quiz). These observations suggest that family
learning in game programming is distinct from solitary or even
peer collaborative learning along multiple dimensions.

Family Joint GameProgramming.Our qualitative findings of
families’ video-game programming joint engagement suggest new
interpretations of prior research on child programming practices.
Whereas prior work has focused mainly on children’s accounts of
program understanding (e.g., how children learn to program games
[25, 30, 48]), our investigation of family video-game programming
from a joint-media engagement lens [89] suggests that children and
parents support each other in significant ways to design and pro-
gram games. These supports include problem formulation via game
descriptions and design, solution expression via iterative game
planning, programming and debugging, and solution execution and
analysis via composition and decomposition of game mechanics to

programming patterns. We found that our designs of different activ-
ities for game understanding, design, and programming let families
with different perceptions, attitudes, and knowledge about games
and programming engage in the following learning processes suc-
cessfully: Activities in sessions 1 and 4 supported families to engage
in discovering the programming logic and critical thinking behind
popular video games. Activities in session 2 supported families in
game design, composing object-oriented narratives, and engaging
in iterative programming planning and debugging. Activities in
session 3 supported families to develop systems thinking and rea-
son logically and critically about complex scenarios by adapting
and creating game patterns. By designing activities that allowed
families to move in and across a repertoire of practices [40, 79] we
supported multiple forms of participation [39, 67] and created the
potential for authentic interactions and expansive learning [29] in
the context of family video-game programming.

Our results suggest that engaging families in joint video-game
programming can lead families to envision new ways for them to
learn about and engagewith this medium [68]. Moreover, it presents
the possibility to use artifacts they are familiar with, such as video
games and handheld arcades, and envisions sites of possibility for
computational thinking and expression[67] within their individual
and joint dispositions and repertoire of practices. Notably, newly
acquired practices and skills led some families to consider making
meaningful use of gaming devices in their homes and re-designing
their interactions with them. These findings suggest that the family
has the potential to act as a space for creative coding with games,
where both children and parents can develop programming skills
by combining family social contexts for learning (co-play) and their
collective zone of proximal development [96].

Platform design choices.While our research questions were
not specific to TileCode, the platform inevitably shaped what learn-
ing and interactions occurred. Moreover, observations about the
specific design of TileCodemight reveal implications for other game
programming platforms. TileCode programming model supported
families to engage in "Play-Fix-Create/Mod" programming flow [54]
which enabled iteration and refinement of rules. It also supported
graphical re-writes via the use of game patterns which families com-
position and decomposition of games. Prior studies have shown
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Figure 8: Examples of future debugger feature which can be used to indicate game sprites state: a) snake is moving left while
the apple is stationary ; b) player is moving right while the diamond is stationary ; c) skulls are moving from left to right while
descending and the space ship is stationary.

such graphical re-writes analogies support novices to better under-
stand their code by avoiding the inheritor copy/past/reuse dilemma
[72]. Moreover, the use of game patterns that can easily be modified
in different game contexts supports learners to create their own
logical rules analogies [76].

All rules in TileCode have an input (“When”) and output (“Do”)
(see Figure 6). Typically, participants first created the rule to detect
an input condition (e.g., when on green grass) and then tested the
rule; they then decided on the output(e.g., destroy one of the other
sprites, add points, win the game, lose the game). A TileCode rule
editor feature that was helpful when participants were refining their
rules input and output conditions was that tiles were numbered so
participants could tell exactly where to add more conditions (e.g.,
add grass tile on tile number 2) (see Figure 6.a).

Families’ use of the TileCode system also highlights several op-
portunities for improving the experience within this paradigm. For
example, families struggled when creating continuous motion pat-
terns where they had to keep track of sprites’ state. Another issue
was keeping track of rule conflicts and rule interactions (emergent
behaviors) as the games became more complex. This suggests that
future iterations of our platform should provide the option to write
higher-level methods that can combine sets of low-level rules into
procedures (e.g., if the condition is true, use rule 1 or else use rule
2). A similar solution was implemented successfully in systems
like AgentSheets [75] and StarLogo [10]. Moreover, prior studies
suggested opportunities to combine discrete rule creation, program-
ming by demonstration, and direct manipulation techniques to
facilitate game programming for youth [19, 77, 84]. However, im-
plementing such functionality within the computing constraints of
low-cost handheld devices remains an area of open research.

Other game programming paradigms might prevent difficulties
in keeping track of rule interactions. For example, consider a game
where the high-level scenario is for the user to control a cat chased
by several dogs trying to catch it. In Kodu Game Lab [60, 90], the
user can give a single rule, such as “If a dog sees the cat, move the
dog towards the cat” to realize the behavior, which can be complex
(the predicate “sees” depends on the distance between the sprites
and whether a third sprite is between them, and the action “move
towards” has similar behavioral complexity). On the other hand,
in TileCode, families need to consider how to express the “chasing
behavior” via a set of local rules based on exact matching of patterns.
These differences between TileCode and other languages illustrate

how the particular semantics of a platform can have an impact on
what families can learn to express.

Future Work Debugging support. One potential new design
feature for TileCode inspired by the findings of this study is to
provide a debugger option that families could use when they want
to keep track of sprites state as different rules are being executed.
This can allow families to more easily identify the correct sequence
of rules required to create specific animates (e.g., how should the
move the head of the snake vs. the body of the snake in turns
(see Figure 8.a). While we have used this feature internally while
developing the TileCode Platform, we believe it could be beneficial
for family members to use it when necessary. It would also be
helpful to modify the rule editor to highlight rule conflicts. There is
an opportunity on theweb simulator to show both the gameplay and
the rule editor in parallel and highlight rules as they are triggered
in the game (e.g., show the rule for smashing when the snake eats
the apple).

Controlled Automation. Children and parents also requested the
option of auto-generating some of the game background elements
based on their initial description of the game design. Prior work on
the Gamechangineer platform showed how games could be gener-
ated based on natural language descriptions [44]. We believe there
future iterations of TileCode on the web simulator or tablets could
provide a digital version of our game design printout sheet (see Fig-
ure 3) and use the natural language descriptions to auto-generate
[15] some of the game map elements based on users answers in the
game design sheet. Similarly, it would be useful to automatically
add sprites to the game map when a new rule for a sprite is cre-
ated by building on prior work on ontology-driven generation of
interactive games [73].

Progressive features disclosure. Prior work on advanced features
disclosure for programming interfaces showed that children were
able to use progressive systems such as Emile to create reasonably
sophisticated programs and gained a qualitative understanding of
kinematics in the process [41]. We want to explore further how to
enable a progressive disclosure of features in TileCode that could
account for changes from device to device (e.g., more features on
tablet & laptop vs. arcade) and show new programming features
based on the games complexity.

Limitations. It was impossible to observe every family interac-
tion with every study activity systematically, nor did every family
member speak in every family; it may be those family members
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who verbalized more reasoned differently than those who verbal-
ized less. For the interactions we could observe, observing a child
reason about a specific programming concept or game behavior
did not necessarily indicate ground truth for their conceptions; for
example, it may be the case that family members were reasoning
in similar ways but were verbalizing their reasoning differently.
We also did not have data for all game description questions from
all sessions, nor did our study cover the many possible ways that
culture, community, and collaboration might have shaped sense-
making. Moreover, since our analysis was episodic rather than
temporal, family programming strategies may have been highly
variable within individual and group behavior. Our observations
were also inevitably influenced by the specific activities, instruc-
tion, and scaffolding we designed. Future work should explore other
forms of instruction and scaffolding and more diverse families to
reveal other types of family learning through game programming.

Therefore, while a cautious interpretation of our results sug-
gests that the families in our particular intervention demonstrated
diverse video-game programming strategies and a shift toward
increased computational literacy, other populations or a more gran-
ular assessment of individual parent and child knowledge could
reveal new types of programming practices and different shifts in
programming and game understanding.

Our specific activities could have predisposed families toward
particular modes of collaboration; other forms of instruction and
scaffolding might have led to different interactions and learning
outcomes. Therefore, our results are best scoped to creative, con-
structionist learning contexts and likely less relevant tomore guided
learning settings dominated by direct instruction.

5 CONCLUSION
Programming does not need to be a solitary activity, especially
when introducing children to computing through the programming
lens. We studied how family members can support each other as
they describe, design, program, and debug video games. We saw
positive engagement and advancement in various programming
practices through a four-week observational study, where we intro-
duced families to programming via low-cost device arcades using a
domain-specific language. By helping to promote computational
literacies for families, this work will better position us to respond
to a future in which computation is embedded in families’ everyday
lives.

6 SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF
CHILDREN

We recruited families by posting an announcement on several fam-
ily forums, social media groups, and family slack channels in North
America. A total of 120 families applied to participate in the study,
and we selected 19 families, trying to be as inclusive as possible
along the following dimensions: family structure, ethnicity, geo-
graphical location, and socio-economic background. Of those 19
families, 15 attended all four sessions. The families unable to partic-
ipate in all sessions (due to extraordinary family circumstances or
scheduling difficulties) were excluded from the final study analysis.

All parents and children over seven years old signed consent
forms agreeing to participate in our study. The forms described
the video and artifact data to be collected and how it would be
analyzed.
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